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The Amsterdam Tapestry Producer
Alexander Baert (1660–1719) and his

Workshop: New Findings
RUDY JOS BEERENS

Drawing on archival material relating to the Amsterdam tapestry producer
Alexander Baert, much of it previously unpublished, this research note marks a
departure from the prevailing, undersocialised, approach to tapestry production and
trade in the Northern Netherlands. Data explored here for the first time show that,
before emigrating from Oudenaarde, Baert was an active member of a rich network
of tapestry entrepreneurs, but that ‘push factors’ such as legal and commercial prob-
lems along with ‘pull factors’ such as certain benefits and freedoms prompted his
decision to move to the Republic. While earlier studies describe his activities there
as an isolated process, it becomes clear that the entrepreneur and his descendants
preserved enduring business ties in the Southern Netherlands. These networks fur-
nished Baert with the infrastructure that enabled him to import tapestries from
Antwerp, Brussels and Oudenaarde and to purchase Flemish cartoons cheaply.

INTRODUCTION

From the end of the sixteenth century onwards Flemish tapestry producers scattered
around Europe. Forced by lasting political, religious and economic problems in
Flanders, these entrepreneurs transplanted their artistic activities to countries such
as England, France and Italy.1 A large proportion of emigrants, however, wandered
over to the newly established Dutch Republic.2 Backed by local authorities, they
managed to introduce their craft there and keep it running until far into the eight-
eenth century. While many of these entrepreneurs fell into oblivion, a new interest
in tapestries produced by Flemish immigrants in the Northern Netherlands sparked
during the last decades.3 Largely based on Gerardina Tjaberta van Ysselsteyn’s sem-
inal work of 1936, authors paid much attention to unique tapestry sets, such as the
Zeeland tapestries, or to renowned entrepreneurs such as François Spiering and
Maximilian van der Gucht.4 Although these studies contributed greatly to our
understanding of Dutch tapestries and their producers, the dependence on Van
Ysselsteyn’s archival findings resulted in a shared bias. Van Ysselsteyn based her
research exclusively on documents from the Northern Netherlands. As a result, she
— and the many scholars who relied on her work — dealt with the tapestry
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industry in the Dutch Republic as an isolated phenomenon; they acknowledged the
Flemish roots of the weavers involved, but minimised the social capital that they
took with them. This is striking, since recent years have brought a growing realisa-
tion that tapestry production was a collaborative and transboundary industry in
which major investments in new cartoons, material and labour costs were accompa-
nied by multiple uncertainties.5

A case in point is the tapestry producer Alexander Baert (1660–1719).6 Born in
Oudenaarde, Baert emigrated to Amsterdam in 1696 and established a tapestry
workshop there. He soon expanded his business to include branches in Gouda and
The Hague, and a shop in the centre of Amsterdam where he displayed tapestries in
a wide range of qualities.7 After his death, his widow, children and grandchildren
kept the business afloat until at least 1770.8 Studies of Baert have described him pri-
marily as an example of the continuous flow of emigrants from the city of his
birth.9 Others have confined themselves to superficial descriptions, discussions and
attributions of the tapestries linked to his workshop, while none questioned the ori-
gin of his work or the used cartoons.10

By introducing new archival data the present discussion breaks with this less con-
textual approach in an attempt to gain a deeper understanding of the complexity of
the tapestry industry as well as the enduring ties that entrepreneurs maintained with
their home country. It draws primarily on the copious correspondence collected by
Erik Duverger relating to the Antwerp tapestry merchant Cornelis de Wael
(1646–1721). This correspondence was compiled and published by Duverger’s
widow in 2008, but as yet has not been studied systematically.11 Combined with
previously unpublished data from Dutch and Flemish parish registers, legal archives
and notarial deeds, these letters help to illuminate Baert’s origins, the development
of his workshop and network in the Dutch Republic and the influence of these fac-
tors on his production and trade.

SOUTHERN NETHERLANDS: DESCENT AND FAMILY

Alexander Baert was baptised in the Church of Our Lady (Onze-Lieve-Vrouwekerk)
in the Pamela district of Oudenaarde on 13 April 1660, as the youngest son of the
tapestry producer Jan I Baert and Maria van Coppenolle.12 His father was a key
player in Oudenaarde’s tapestry world and was one of the sixteen tapestry entrepre-
neurs on whose behalf Jan van Verren and Pieter van Coppenolle concluded a con-
tract with the Parisian dealer Simon de Ruble in 1669.13 He evidently died shortly
after this, since in September 1672 Pieter van Verren received payment from ‘the
Widow of Sieur Jan Baert’ for consignments of tapestries sent to France in the years
1670–1671.14 Alexander and three of his brothers followed in their father’s foot-
steps, but, although Jan I Baert had worked all his life in Oudenaarde, certain bene-
fits and liberties drove his sons to move elsewhere.

Like most tapestry producers leaving Oudenaarde at the end of the century, the
brothers set out to make their fortune in neighbouring cities and France.15

Odemaert Baert (1657–1707) and his wife Catherina Boomhouer moved to
Antwerp in 1680.16 According to the merchants Jan van Verren and Nicolaas
Naulaerts, the move was driven by the hope of obtaining ‘greater freedom both
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from excise duties and in other respects’.17 Four years later, Jan II Baert (b. 1646)
moved to Beauvais, where he obtained privileges in partnership with Filips Behagle
and Joris Blommaert.18 These privileges and their exemption from import duties
gave them a considerable edge over Flemish importers.19 Frans Baert (b. 1649) was
able to develop a business in Tournai (Doornik) in 1692 — free of charge — in
premises that were placed at his disposal for that purpose.20 Alexander himself set-
tled in nearby Ghent in January 1684. Not only was he given permission to con-
tinue his work there, but he was reimbursed for his moving expenses upon his
arrival in the city.21

In Ghent, he and Clara de Hont (c. 1660–1751) had two daughters.22 Their eld-
est, Johanna Clara (1685–1725), was baptised on 23 June 1685 in the church of St
Nicholas (Sint-Niklaaskerk), with Clara’s sister Joanna, who was married to the
Oudenaarde tapissier Louis Blommaert, acting as witness.23 It further appears from
the entry in the local register announcing the forthcoming marriage of their second
daughter, Maria Catharina (1690–1721), that she too was born in Ghent around
the year 1690.24 The family subsequently moved to Brussels, where the couple’s
third daughter, Anna Catharina (1694–after 1751), and their first son, Johannes
Alexander (c. 1696–1747), were born.25

It is clear from diverse loans extended to Baert in this period, by Pieter van
Verren of Oudenaarde among others, that Baert’s business was creditworthy.26 Even
so, the archival data present a gloomy picture of the entrepreneur’s commercial
activities in the Southern Netherlands. He had frequent problems repaying
financiers and his bills of exchange constantly expired. In 1686–1687, for instance,
Baert and his brother-in-law Louis Blommaert conducted a lengthy correspondence
with the Antwerp dealer Cornelis de Wael about two expired bills of exchange.27

Baert wrote that business was slow and that he planned to go to Paris to sell some
of his woven textiles. He added that he would have to ‘seek business elsewhere,
since it was impossible to sell [his] wares here’, and sent the merchant some tapes-
tries to cover his debts.28

The Ghent merchant Jan van der Mandere also sued Baert and the Antwerp
banker No€el Fontaine for the non-payment of a bill of exchange dating from 1686.
This Fontaine was probably closely connected to the Baert family; he lent money to
Jan II Baert and acted as a witness on behalf of Johannes Fromont at the baptism of
Odemaert Baert’s son Johannes Franciscus.29 In 1687, one of Alexander Baert’s
employees paid off part of the debt, and four years later the tapissier François van
der Stighelen, who worked in Ghent, gave Van der Mandere ‘a tapestry depicting
children at play’ towards repayment of the bill of exchange, but the lawsuit dragged
on until at least 1696.30 In testimony given that year, Jacobus de Hont, one of Van
der Mandere’s former employees, stated that he had frequently visited Baert in an
attempt to collect the money he owed, to which the producer reportedly replied:
‘Why should Mr Van der Mandere be so insistent? He has insurance enough, he has
tapestries, and those who execute the bills of exchange there, he has Fontaine and
Van der Stighelen as well, he won’t lose anything’.31

A second lawsuit awaited Baert in Brussels, where François Gillis sued him on
behalf of the heirs of Pieter van Haften in the years 1696–1697.32 This, too,
revolved around a bill of exchange that Baert had signed back in 1685 and which
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he had undertaken to pay ‘at the house of Odemaert Baert in Antwerp’.33 When the
bill of exchange expired, Van Haften protested. Shortly afterwards, however, he
died, and the debt was left unpaid. When the heirs claimed their money eleven years
later, Baert was obliged to pay up; Gillis succeeded in ‘forcing the defendant, by the
exercise of all judicial remedies, to pay the aforesaid bill of exchange in full’.34

Interestingly, none of the documents from Brussels refers to Baert as a tapissier.

NORTHERN NETHERLANDS: BAERT’S WORKSHOPS AND HIS ENDURING TIES WITH THE SOUTH

All of these legal and commercial problems prompted the entrepreneur to move his
family to the Northern Netherlands. Tapestry production had declined sharply in
the Dutch Republic over the previous few decades, and when Baert arrived there
only a handful of workshops were still operational.35 Cities such as Amsterdam,
Gouda and The Hague therefore welcomed the manufacturer and his labour-inten-
sive business with open arms. Indeed, Amsterdam paid for the renovation needed to
convert Baert’s premises at the Utrecht Gate into a workshop.36 The city of Gouda
went so far as to pay his travel expenses as well as his shipment and material costs
in addition to an annual allowance of five guilders per employee.37

Baert, his wife Clara de Hont and their children ran the business from
Amsterdam.38 In addition to the three daughters and one son who had moved north
with them from the Southern Netherlands, they had another seven children here,
who were all baptised in the Reformed Amstelkerk and Nieuwe Kerk: Jacobus
(1698–1733), Elisabeth (1700–1718), Abraham (1701–1748), Isaak (b. 1703),
Hester (1704–1752), Clara (b. 1706) and another Clara (b.1707).39 The evidence
suggests that it was particularly the eldest daughter Johanna Clara and eldest son
Johannes Alexander who were the most active in the workshop during Baert’s life-
time. Together with their mother they ran the business when Baert was away and
they themselves often journeyed to the Southern Netherlands for negotiations in
Antwerp, Ghent and Oudenaarde.40

In Gouda, Baert put a foreman in charge of the day-to-day management to
reduce the risks attached to having different production centres. Frans van de
Kerckhoven, who managed the Gouda workshop in the early years, may have been
related to the family of weavers from Oudenaarde who bore the same name. In
1701, he accepted payments on Baert’s behalf, and two years earlier he was listed in
the police registers (Kamerboek politiemeesters) as the agent of the merchant
Alexander Baert in Amsterdam.41 In 1703, Jan Plaecke took over from him as fore-
man. Van Ysselsteyn describes the way in which he and Zacharias van Arck com-
peted for workers in the period 1703–1705, amid the city’s chronic labour
shortage.42 The two managers hired each other’s employees without first settling the
outstanding debts to the other. The ‘police masters’ always ordered the ‘defendant’
to make redress, and Plaecke in particular frequently had to comply.43 On 11
November 1705 this tug-of-war came to an end when the government decided that
Baert and Van Arck could no longer hire each other’s employees ‘without the volun-
tary consent of the person in whose service they were working’.44

Besides appointing foremen at his workshops in the Dutch Republic, Baert also
preserved and strengthened his ties with fellow tapestry producers in the Southern
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Netherlands after his emigration. His correspondence with Cornelis de Wael in
Antwerp, in particular, shows how the trust between entrepreneurs could grow and
eventually lead to profitable investment opportunities. Baert and De Wael had done
business before, in Ghent, through the mediation of Baert’s brother-in-law Louis
Blommaert.45 But it was not until 1705 that the Amsterdam tapissier contacted De
Wael again to ask if he had a set depicting Meleager for sale that was of ‘the same
quality as the one possessed by Odemaert Baert’.46 After a period of difficult nego-
tiations Baert purchased the series almost a year later through De Wael’s
Amsterdam commercial agents Ignatius and Carlo van Honsem, after which more
orders followed.47 In these negotiations Baert referred repeatedly to the ‘distinction’
between him and ‘other purchasers’, emphasising that he, too, had to make a
profit.48 Even so, the trade between them remained sluggish; Baert was often slow
to pay and De Wael would hold on to his tapestries until he was paid. Jean-
François de Wael wrote to his father in 1706 that Baert’s credit was ‘middling’ and
it was better to ‘wait a little rather than give him tapestries on credit’.49

In the years that followed, their relationship steadied and the trust between them
grew stronger. Baert paid his bills more promptly and De Wael helped him, for
instance, to find painters to add figures to his cartoons and to buy ‘some dyed
wools and silks’ from the Brussels tapestry producer and wool dyer Urbaan
Leyniers.50 There is also a revealing letter from De Wael’s sons, written in 1713,
asking their father to address new shipments of tapestries ‘directly to Alexander
Baert’.51 In the meantime, De Wael was phasing out his business activity as a tapes-
try producer. He had already announced that he was thinking of stopping in 1707,
and turned down Baert’s request to rent some of his cartoons, offering to sell him
the patterns instead.52 In subsequent negotiations Baert repeatedly referred to De
Wael’s decision, commenting that it was ‘more profitable for you to sell the patterns
outright’.53 The tapissiers eventually agreed a price, and Baert purchased three ser-
ies of used cartoons from the Antwerp dealer.54

Baert purchased the first eight pieces in watercolour of the popular series The
Four Continents (Fig. 1) after Lodewijk van Schoor (c. 1650–1702) and Pieter
Spierinckx (1635–1711) on 18 June 1714.55 From his correspondence with De
Wael, it appeared that these were copies by the Antwerp artist Jacob Herreyns
(1643–1732).56 Herreyns was a painter who was said by Adolphe Siret to have
painted ‘numerous cartoons for tapestries’ and who also repaired De Wael’s car-
toons depicting Meleager and Atalanta.57 Then followed — on 11 August 1715 —

the series with The Story of Perseus after Van Schoor and Lucas Achtschellinck
(1626–1699).58 De Wael possessed this series both in oil and in watercolour, but
since Baert ‘had no intention of burdening himself with two cartoons of the same
subject’, he bought only the eight pieces in watercolour.59 His Antwerp associate
carried on weaving after the remaining cartoons, and three years later he was still
sending editions of them to places including Lisbon and Vienna.60 Finally, Baert
purchased the series depicting The Story of Amad�ıs de Gaule (Fig. 2) by Van
Schoor, Spierinckx and Gaspar Peeter II Verbruggen (1664–1730).61 De Wael him-
self had commissioned these cartoons based on the trag�edie en musique about this
knight-errant by Jean-Baptiste Lully (1632–1687) to the 1684 libretto of Philippe
Quinault (1635–1688). He had woven them only a few times before the two
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entrepreneurs reached their agreement on 16 April 1717.62 Although this new data
helps to date more accurately the tapestries signed by Baert, the trade in cartoons
primarily highlights the problematic nature of discussions of attribution.

The letters also provide more clarity concerning Baert’s enduring network of con-
tacts in his native city, since several entrepreneurs from Oudenaarde sent tapestries
to Amsterdam by way of De Wael.63 Between 1712 and 1714 Baert received con-
signments of tapestries from Louis Blommaert, Antoon de Bie, Ferdinand Brandt,
Anthony Brandt and the wife of Jan-Baptist de Roije.64 Rarely did these entrepre-
neurs specify the work they were sending, describing them merely as ‘a consignment
of tapestries’ or a ‘set of tapestries’, and only in the case of De Roije’s wife did
Baert repeatedly note that the consignment consisted of ‘a poor set of tapestries’
(‘slechte camer tapyten’). A statement signed by Ferdinand Brandt in 1718 supplied
more information about the items purchased, which included ‘two pieces of old
Brussels tapestry [with] large figures’ and ‘a piece of green tapestry’ from
Oudenaarde, which he sent back to Antwerp for unspecified reasons.65 Baert prob-
ably knew these tapissiers before his emigration and helped them gain access to the
market in the Northern Netherlands, while they provided him with a ‘well-stocked
storehouse’ of tapestries.66

References to the godparents of Baert’s children also testify to the good relations
he preserved with the Southern Netherlands and with other tapestry entrepreneurs.
For example, in 1698 Baert named his second son Jacobus after his godfather, the
Ghent tapissier Jacobus van Coppenolle.67 Furthermore, Lucas van Coppenolle,
who handled the Amsterdam affairs of Pieter and Frans van Verren, among others,
acted as a witness to the baptism of Isaak in 1703.68 Other Amsterdam merchants
forged similar ties with Baert. For instance, Paulus Boomhouer, whose sister was
married to Odemaert Baert, became the godfather of Ester in 1704, and in 1707 the
dealer Jan Fremont attended the baptism of Clara.69

FIG. 1. Alexander Baert after Jacob Herreyns, Europe, Monarchia and Magnificentia,
wool and silk, 1718, 305� 730 cm, City Hall, Leeuwarden.
# Historisch Centrum Leeuwarden.
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Such ties did not always work to Baert’s advantage. Take his relationship with
his brother Odemaert. Siblings they may have been, but Baert’s correspondence
with De Wael reveals a tense relationship with escalating levels of mistrust. While
Odemaert Baert went to Amsterdam to see his brother right after the latter opened
his workshop there, with a view to importing tapestries from Oudenaarde, the con-
tract that the brothers signed in 1700 reflects their mutual misgivings.70 For
instance, they undertook to conduct their business ‘in all honesty and without any
manner of artifice’ (‘oprechtelyck en sonder arch ofte list’) and to pay each other’s
invoices promptly. The contract failed to stop the rapid resurgence of tension
between them. In 1706, Alexander Baert wrote that he would no longer ‘send

FIG. 2. Alexander Baert or offspring after Lodewijk van Schoor and Pieter Spierinckx,
Arcalaus prevents Amadis from crossing the bridge, wool and silk, after 1717,
356�368 cm, BayNS.W6, Neues Schloss, Bayreuth.
# Bavarian Palace Department.
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money to Antwerp in advance’, and, when De Wael wrote a year later to inform
him of Odemaert’s declining health, Alexander responded with irate letters about
his brother.71 He wrote that Odemaert had purloined and sold his tapestries in
Ghent and Brussels, that he constantly avoided paying his debts, and had done
‘numerous other things’ to him. De Wael, who also heard Odemaert Baert’s side of
the story, wrote that the brothers had ‘caused each other much vexation on both
sides’ and offered to mediate. Shortly after this, however, Odemaert Baert died, and
the Antwerp dealer asked Baert to refrain from writing to him about his brother.72

Alexander Baert himself died in 1719, after which his widow Clara de Hont and
her children ran the business under the name of ‘The widow of Alexander Baert
and Sons’.73 Several authors have described the workshop in this period as an enter-
prise in decline.74 The Gouda branch downsized from a staff of twenty-four in
1717 to twelve in 1724, and it also appears to have stopped investing in new car-
toons.75 In view of this downturn in production, it was not surprising that the ties
with the entrepreneurs in the Southern Netherlands were maintained. The docu-
ments in a lawsuit that Joanna de Hont brought against her sister reveal that Clara
de Hont stayed in Ghent and Oudenaarde from November 1729 until (at least)
April 1730.76 When she sought to end a consignment contract between her late hus-
band and her brother-in-law Louis Blommaert to prevent ‘all her investments going
up in smoke’, Joanna countered that her nephews should also be involved in this
decision. At length, it was agreed that these commercial matters should be post-
poned to allow for De Hont’s sons in Oudenaarde to express their views.

It is not known whether the ties with Baert’s home country remained intact after
the death of Clara de Hont in 1752. The workshop was briefly taken over by her
daughters Clara and Hester Baert, and then by her grandson Louis van der Voort
(1734–1810).77 Van der Voort stopped paying the rent for the building at the
Utrecht Gate in 1759, moving the workshop on 3 May 1759 to new premises on
the Prinsengracht ‘near the brewery De Dubbele Sleutel’.78 How long he continued
to run the business there is unknown. The last reference to him in the accounts of
Gouda’s treasury is in 1770, when he supplied a ‘tapestry cushion cover’.79

Tellingly, when Gouda wanted to buy new woven fabrics nine years later, it directed
its request to Jacobus der Borcht in Brussels.80

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Drawing on archival material relating to the Amsterdam tapestry producer
Alexander Baert, much of it previously unpublished, this article marks a departure
from the prevailing view on tapestry production in the Northern Netherlands,
which did not emphasise social factors in the history of these firms. Data explored
here for the first time show that, before emigrating from Oudenaarde, Baert was an
active member of a rich network of tapestry entrepreneurs, but that ‘push factors’
such as legal and commercial problems along with ‘pull factors’ such as certain ben-
efits and freedoms prompted his decision to move to the Republic. While earlier
studies describe his activities there as an isolated process, it becomes clear that the
entrepreneur and his descendants preserved enduring business ties in the Southern
Netherlands. These networks furnished Baert with the infrastructure that enabled
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him to import tapestries from Antwerp, Brussels and Oudenaarde and to purchase
Flemish cartoons cheaply. These discoveries not only emphasise that the art-histor-
ical focus on attributions is problematic. Different tapestry entrepreneurs used the
same cartoons at the same time, and artists copied or revised each other’s patterns.
This article also gives scope for a transboundary approach to the study of early modern
textile and art trade all over Europe and the enduring interaction between producers.

NOTE

This article is largely based on the author’s unpublished master’s thesis, R.J. Beerens, ‘De
Amsterdamse wandtapijtwever Alexander Baert (1660-1719) en zijn atelier in sociaaleconomische
context’ (Master’s thesis, KU Leuven, 2016).
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